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Student paychecks will
now be delivered to
I departments

Task force evaluates
Grand Valley's
accommodations for
people with disabilities
By Heather Kish
Staff Writer
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By Lori Gruntman
Staff Writer
Are you frustra ted by the lo ng
lines every other Tuesday at
the cashier's office?
Starting Tuesday, March 16,
students can pick up their pay
roll checks at either the departmentor the building where they
work.
According to Karen Shriver
of the Accounting Department,
a survey taken two years ago

Student Senate
releases
newsletter
By Janet Means
Staff Writer
The first issue of Grand
V alley's Student Senate
newsletter, The Senator, was
released last week.
The newsletter is designed
to let students know what the
Student Senate is doing and
to
help
develop
com m unication with the
student body, said Michelle
Gardner, a member of the
Public Relations Committee
of the Student Senate.
The Senator is available in
the K irkhof C enter, at a
distribution center next to
Please see LETTER, p. 5

showed that two-thirds of stu
dents preferred the checks be
sent to the different department
instead of the cashier's office.
The accounting department
went along with students'
wishes as an additional service
for students, said Shriver.
Shriver recently did another
survey and found that Grand
Valley is the only four-year in-

stitution that still hands out
checks in the cashier's office.
March 2 was the last day to
pick up checks at the cashier's
office. The new address for the
March 16 check is listed on the
March 2 check, said Shriver.
Students may still choose to
pick up their checks at the
cashier's office, but must notify
the office.

The ADA Title II Task Force
has finished the self-evaluation
mandated by the Americans
with Disabilities Act, which
vwent into effect Jan. 26 of last
year.
President Lubbers appointed
20 faculty and staff members, as
well as students, to the task
force in September of 1992. The
goal of the task force was to
develop a self-evaluation plan
to assess Grand Valley's com
pliance with the act.
Both the Allendale campus
facilities and Grand Rapids
buildings were evaluated. Pro
grams and services offered in
each building were observed.
The findings of the task force
were combined into the SelfEvaluation Report, which is

available for review in
Zumberge Library and in the
office of Grand Valley State
University's ADA Coordina
tor, G inger R andall, 209
Kirkhof Center. The report is
organized by building, de
scribing the programs and
services offered in each build
ing and the building itself.
In addition, the task force
recommended a process for
accommodation requests for
students, faculty, staff and
campus visitors. These re
quests will be reviewed by the
ADA Advisory Committee.
The process is as follows:
1. Currently enrolled stu
dents who need academic ac
commodations related to a
disability should identify
themselves to either the Dean
of Students Office or the
Please see TASK, p. 3
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Student dies
after being
thrown from car
By Heather Kish
Staff Writer
A Grand Valley student was killed on Feb. 20after the
car he was riding in struck a power pole.
Scott Norman, 20, of Hudsonville was thrown from
the backseat of the vehicle and hit by another car.
He was pronounced dead at St. Mary's Hospital.
The driver, Jack Bander sloot, 19, of Coopersville, and
two other passengers suffered minor injuries.
Norman was the only person in the car not wearing
a seat belt
Norman, a business student atGrand Valley, enjoyed
wrestling and soccer during high school and was
"hardworking,'' according to his uncle.
PHOTO nXUSTRA'nCN IY ADAM CARROLL
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Student travels to sheep shearing school in New Zealand
By Quinn Bosworth
Guest Writer

Quinn Bosworth, a Grand Valley student, has spent time in Australia and New Zealand, as well as the
U.S., working as a sheep shearer.

GVSU film students
making art to be viewed
at Studio 28 in spring
By Alice Reitsma
Staff Writer
Grand Valley's 16mm film students are making a 15-20
minute film , under the instruction of independent
cinematographer Girbe Eefsting,
The story is about a teenager who cannot cope with society
and attempts to take his own life.
"We are giving a film that we feel can make a difference in
people's lives, and can bring a greater awareness to people
about suicide and the warning signs that go along with it," said
one film student
So far, the class has been busy working on the script, getting
actors and actresses, and setting up shooting dates.
Shooting will begin the second week of March.
Instead of having one director through the whole thing,
several students will have the chance to direct their own scene.
The completed film will premiere at Studio 28 in the
beginning of May.
Todd Rollenhagen and Penny DeVries, previous students of
Eefsting who have formed their own company, Ad Impressions,
are helping the students with the project.
"Film changes people...When a person enters a theatre they
suspend their belief system and it becomes real to them," said
16mm student David Powell. "Nothing can duplicate sitting in
a theatre and being part of the process."

"There are 80 million sheep and three million people in New
Zealand/' said the narrator of the tourism film shown on the
plane to New Zealand.
As the jet descended below the clouds, the coast of New
Zealand jutted out of the blue-black waters of the Pacific; inland
were hills the color of a well-tended golf course, topped with
gorse-brush. The sides of the hills were dotted with white spots.
These white spot, of course, were sheep.
In mid-December, I went to a shearing school at Palmerston
North. I had learned enough that I was shearing over 200 sheep
a day, but many people were doing more and doing it more
easiliy.
I knew I had some bad habits, but at the shearing school I
learned that nearly everything I had been doing was a bad habit.
It was a week-long school and they furnished room and board,
and transportation to and from a shearing shed full of sheep. In
return, they got paid for all the sheep you sheared. This school
shears over 130,000 a year.
The 38 students were split into four groups, with one instructor
for each group. My instructor was Alan Barker, one of the busiest
shearing contractors in the country before he sold his business
and started traveling.
He stressed footwork, gentle handling of the sheep, efficient
use of the handpiece, and keeping the comb full of wool.
We sheared for eight hours every day.
Each night, after we showered and ate, there was an hour-long
lecture on different aspects of shearing given by Peter Corven,
who taught shearing in the U.S. last spring.
One night he talked about the results that New Zealand
doctors had done on shearers as they worked. They found that
a shearer averaging 300 sheep a day was losing 2.5 liters of
moisture per hour— 30 percent from sweating and 70 percent
from respiration— and they were using as much energy, each
hour, as a marathon runner used running a half-marathon (13
miles). This explained why I was often thirsty and never suffered
from insomnia.
On the last day of school, we were given a written test and an
hour-long shearing test.
Then we were given certificates.
There were four different seals possible, which depended on
how you did on the shearing test.
A Learners seal certifies that you can shear a sheep unassisted ;
a Junior seal certifies that you can satisfactorily shear from 12-25
sheep an hour; an Intermediate seal means that you can shear
from 25-35 sheep and hour; and a Senior seal means you can
shear over 40 sheep an hour.
On the back of the certificate is a comment sheet where you
instructor lets you know what you need to work on.
I left the school with an Intermediate seal and a lot more
confidence in my shearing than I had arrived with, as well as
invitations to visit shearers in other countries.

Student program offers
sympathetic listeners
By Mike Ring
Staff Writer
Many
people
have
misconceptions about the peer
counseling program.
First of all, although it is
commonly referred to as the
peer counseling program, the
actual title of the program is the
Peer Education Program.
"There is a misconception
about the program being
counseling, but it's not," said
peer educator Lisa Jobin.
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Management Seminars.
The program is also forming
an AIDS/STD awareness task
force, and the peer educators
are offering their services to
local high schools.
Although peer educators
cannot offer counseling, they
are willing to listen because
they realize that many students
feel more comfortable talking
to people their own age.
Many students that may
truly be in need of tire services

"We're here to listen."
The program is made up of
students who have a desire to
help others. All are welcome to
apply.
The Peer Education Program
mostly makes presentations for
the student body on everything
from AIDS awareness to birth
control to time management.
Some program s that are
currently in place are the TimeOut sessions for alcohol
offenders, the Suicide/Rape
Crisis H otline, and Time
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Grad students to
host conference on
religious diversity
By Heather Kish
Staff Writer
Thegraduatestudentbody
of Social Work will be hold
ing a conference at Porter
Hills Presbyterian Village on
Saturday, March 13 to aid in
the awareness of religious
diversity.
The program of interna
tional integration of spirituality will be held from
9:30a.m.-4:30p.m. and will
include topics such as:
American Indian Religion,
Hinduism and World View,
Judaism and Current Cul
tural Wars, Christianity and
Inclusivity and Humanitar
ian Ideals of Islam.
The many speakers will
speak on their topic for abou t
30 minutes each and then
answer questions about their
topic for about 15 minutes.
During the last hour of the
conference, the speakers will
form a panel and address
questions.

PEERS, from p. 2 —
that
the
Peer
Education Program
offers aren't taking
advantage of this
resource.
"W e want our
existence to be known,
for people to know
w e're here," Jobin
emphasizes.
Located in the Field
House, Office 163, the
Health and Wellness
Office is there to help
students. Teachers
and students alike are
encouraged to use the
programs that are
offered by the Peer
Education Program.

The mission of this event is
to "provide thepublic a forum
to gain understanding of
manyoftheworld'sreligions;
to assist the public in under
standing how com m on
threads of spirituality run
through all religions; to pro
vide students, teachers, and
practitioners of the helping
professions with knowledge
that will assist them in re
specting client's differing re
ligious backgrounds; to pro
vide a platform for con
sciousness raising in the com
munity in order to foster a
spirit of acceptance in areas of
religious diversity."
The conference is open to
the public, admission is free
and lunch will be offered for a
small fee.
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Educational Support Programs Office in
the Commons. Staff in either of these offices
work with faculty to provide academic ac
commodations.
2. Requests for disability related accom
modations by students or members of the
public can be made to the university em
ployee responsible for providing the ser
vice needing accommodation. If the ac
commodation can not be provided by the
employee, the request will be referred to
the ADA Coordinator. Requests horn em
ployees of the university for disability re
lated accommodations can be made to the
Human Resources Department
3. When a written or oral request for an
accommodation is made to the ADA Coor
dinator, it will be reviewed to determine:
-if foe request is reasonable under ADA
guidelines
-if there is a cost involved in providing
the accommodation
-foe urgency of foe request
4. The ADA Coordinator will provide
foe accommodation when reasonable.
5. Any student, memberof the public, or
employee denied an accommodation may
file a complaint via the Discriminatory Ha
rassment Policy.

Topic broadened for
scholarship and essy prize

By Dan Anderson
Guest Writer

The annual GVSU Peace
Fund is now renamed the
GVSUPeace and Justice Fund
in acknowledgment of the
changing
world
environment.
In 1987, Paul Hoffman, a
Grand Rapids businessman,
provided a substantial
endowment fund for GVSU,
the proceeds of which were
to be used in some way to
stimulate thought regarding
the nuclear arms race and the
prospect of nuclear war.
The
GVSU
faculty
com m ittee,
which
administers these proceeds
annually, award:
a scholarship amount to a
student who has been actively
involved in some way in the
cause of peace
a prize for a research essay

dealing with an issue or concern
in the cause of world peace
As the tensions of the Cold
War Era have substantially
dim inished, the original
emphasis on nuclear arms and
nuclear war have broadened to
include any and all aspects of
m ilitarism , arms races, the
promotion of peace and Justice
in the arena of international
relations, use of force and
violence as expressions of
enmity and bitterness between
peoples, world-wide trafficking
of armaments and associated
technical knowledge, just to list
a few examples.
The annual scholarship award
is made to an individual who
has been active as an individual
and/or as a part of an
organization (peace group,
church group, etc.) in the cause
of peace and justice. A personal
essay giving evidence to such
activity is requested of

applicants.
For people who have not
been actively involved in
such efforts but who have
convictions
and
commitments in regard to the
issues indicated above, a
research essay can be means
of
expressing
such
convictions
and
commitments and the basis
for an essay prize award.
The old GVSU Peace Fund
brochure, giving additional
detail concerning these
awards, is now somewhat
out of date, having been
printed to stress the original
emphasis of the fund. But it
is still useful when the
broadened scope of the
award is realized.
The information packet
and application form have
been revised and are
available in the Academic
Resource Center.
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Does DeGroot Have
Hidden Agenda?

i

W e d n e sd a y , M a r c h 3 , 1 9 9 3

'
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This is in response to the
letter to the editor in the Feb.
17 issue o f the Lanthorn
entitled "Is 10% o f U
misleading?" We read with
interest the proposition by
Mr. DeGroot that the name
ofourorganizationisa "bold
face lie" because it implies a
larger Gay and Lesbian
population than actually
exists.
Mr. DeGroot has offered
an old, outdated argument
which only shows a lack of
knowledge and the
possible presence of
homophobia. His letter is a
sad commentary on the
state of tolerance and
understanding of other
cultures than his own.
After reading DeGroot's
letter, we would like to
offer the following obser
vations:
First and foremost, why
in the world does it matter
how many Gays and
Lesbians there are? Is there
a magic number which
must be reached before a
group can be thought of as
worthy of equal rights and
protection from discrimina
tion? Does a minority,
whether it consists of
Blacks, Hispanics, Jews,
Americans Indians or Gays
and Lesbians have a
percentage requirement
before its members are
considered normal people
like any other group?
Second, what is "bogus"
(using DeGroot's term) ishis
carefully masked hidden
agenda. It is incredible that
he should use the word
"Orwellian" to describe the
naming of our organization,
"10% of U." If he has taken
the tim e to understand
Orwell's concern, he knows
that it is not how many
people are actually in a
minority but the dangers of
leaders desires to forcefully
and brutally putall members
of society in conformity with
the beliefs of one group. That
is certainly not our desire.

DeGroot's desire? By the
nature
of
D eG root's
statements it would be naive
to believe he is only interested
in clearing up how many
people are in our group. The
proof for this hidden agenda
is the mention of "Program
10." Why isitbad forchildren
to be sensitized to the fact
that they may be Gay or
Lesbian? The lack of such
programs, along with severe
hom ophobia, may be a
leading cause for the higher
than average rate of Gay teen
suicide.
In April of this year,
between 500,000 and one
million Gays and Lesbians
will converge on Washington
D.C. They will represent the
five percent, 10 percent or
possibly 15 percent of
America. It is impossible to
come up with an accurate
figure. M ost Gays and
Lesbians are forced to be in
the closet due to the high cost
of being honest. That is
"O rw ellian !"
Studies
conducted by anygroupmust
be questioned no matter who
is conducting them. The fact
is there are more Gays and
Lesbians than people like
DeGroot wish to admit. If
Mr. D eG root's personal
opinion of how many Gays
and Lesbians exist is correct,
every Gay and Lesbian in the
U.S. will be in Washington
D.C. in April - how ridiculous!
In the final analysis "how
many" is not important. What
is important is that GVSU
recognizes our organization
as a bonafide registered
organization. We have had
excellent support from GVSU
faculty, students. Student
Senate, Student Life Office
and
other
student
organizations. For their
understanding,opennessand
fairness, we say thank you.
The 10% of U and Friends

The points of view expressed in this section do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the staffs of The
Lanthorn or of Grand Valley State University.
Letters to the Editor should be 500 words or less,
and The Lanthorn reserves the right to edit for content,
space, and readability.
Submissions may be dropped off in The Lanthorn
office, downstairs Kirkhof Center, or should be sent to
the following address:
Grand Valley State University
The Lanthorn- "Letters to the Editor"
One College Landing
Allendale, Ml 49401
Editorial Phone 895-3120
Business Phone 895-3608
FAX 895-3700
PWNTTNC a t T M LANTHON D tVNDBD IN PA*T IT YOU* ITUDB^T UFE * E

with Frank Buscemi
BREAKING
THE WINTER BLAHS...
I staggered in from Hoth the ice planet. My eyes were
frozen open, I had exposure
blisters on my knee from the
rip in my jeans and frost had
formed on all of my facial
vegetation, it was quite
unpleasant. All the while I
was walking, I kept on
thinking that spring break
was only days away. I had
the countdown pegged to the
hours remaining.
As strange as it sounds, I
don't really mind winter, it's
usually a nice change of pace.
It's even better when we have
mild winters like we've had.
And this winter started off in
a similar manner, misty rain,
mild temperatures, with
those always-grey skies.
If I remember correctly, the
Weather Channel "meteorolo
gists" said that those "major
winter storms" were going to
missus? Then how come
there was nearly three feet of
snow on the ground? And
how come when I go outside,
I can't even tell which car is
mine? I walk out of my
apartment in the morning
and I can't even tell which car
is mine. The parking lot
looks like Frosty's used car
lot. I chose the "snowball
special," a snow-covered
beast, complete with frozen
wiper blades, clumps of dirty
snow in all of the wheel wells,
windows that won't open at
the drive-thru window and
the protective salt/dirt
coating. Only after making
this decision did I realize that
my car was an exact replica of
the snowball special. You get
the idea.
Now, after all of this winter
hell, after weeks of mental
torment and torture from
homework to midterms, we
get a chance to escape. We
get to take all the money we
have left, including some we
may not have and splurge it
on one long week of fun.
As I re-installed my
windshield wipers for the
10th time, I kept on picturing
a better place. A place where

Sarah Stinson
Jennifer Wigger
Mel Cronenwett
frank Buscemi
Sherry Peaks
Beth Grienke
E rikH ollfday^
Lynnelle Tans
Sara Mufiiz

the motto is, "All play and no
work." A place where brains
are not allowed. A place
where they've never even
heard the words,
"homework, exam, term
paper, etc."
And for some of us who
have attended school non
stop since the fall 1991
semester, this is a much
awaited vacation time.
I thought about sunny
beaches, warm sunshine and
beaches. Then, as I sat in my
apartment watching the
"Budweiser Mogul Tour" on
ESPN, I remembered I was
going to Colorado.
The races were being held
in Arapahoe Basin. I thought
to myself, "Hey, km going to
Arapahoe Basin!"
I stared at the mountain on
the TV. It was snowing
lightly and everyone was
only slightly less bundled up
than I was. I got up and went
to the window. It was
snowing and very cold. 1
looked back at the screen,
then out the window, then at
the screen. After seconds of
careful thought, I realized
that the scene out my
window was exactly the same
as the scene on the TV and I
am to go there for spring
break?
I ran into my room and got
out my "Welcome to
Colorado" brochure package.
When I looked carefully at it
for some kind of reassurance
that I wasn't going to freeze
to death over spring break, I
found out that Colorado
averages over 300 days of
sunshine a year, that's more
than Miami and Los Angeles!
That made me feel a lot better
considering that Grand
Rapids averages about, what,
75?
In short, all of us need and
welcome the forthcoming
savior that is spring break.
Everyone enjoy yourselves,
wherever you decide to go.
Until next time!
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F r a te r n itie s : M o r e th a n ju s t p a rtie s
By Nicole Gilman
Staff Writer

Everyone decides to come
to college for a different
reason. This is something I
discovered quickly during
my first semester in college.
Some people come to learn,
others come to advance
themselves in their career
goals and others, though
they probably would not
admit it, have come to
college to fulfill social needs.
They are the people I
thought I had left behind in
high school. But to my
surprise, they are still
hanging around. The
general attitude of most
college students is that social
fraternities help foster this
need for acceptance and
generally inhibit students
from doing well academi
cally. I find this absurd.
Admittedly, fraternities
have their share of large
parties and crazy stunts. For
these, they have dearly paid.
But they also do their share
as far as helping the commu
nity, donating their time as
well as money towards
various charitable organiza
tions. Fraternities here at
Grand Valley are no excep
tion. Fraternities here have
contributed to The
Children's Miracle Network,
The Robbie Page Memorial

Foundation, The Children's
Hospital, and worked with
The Special Olympics. Still,
the student body seems to
ignore these things, prefer
ring the wilder stories about
parties and initiations. The
crazier the stories become,
the farther and faster they
spread across campus.
I have my own theory on
why fraternities have been
as targeted as they are. The
media has certainly had a
great time of making these
organizations appear to be
comprised of students who
have no regard for the
furthering of their educa
tion. Take the movie Animal
House for example. Here
our young fraternity heroes
spend their days in toga
garb, looking for girls and a
good time, and of course,
each of them all but flunk
out of school. They then
proceed to ruin the reputa
tion of the college, destroy
ing the city in the process. It
is a humorous story and
everyone laughs because it
is funny. But perhaps it is
not as funny as it used to be.
This story, mixed with
various other fraternity
stories passed from earlier
generations of college-goers,
cause these groups to
appear to be a way of
legitimizing college prank
sters.
Surely the fraternity scene
is not designed for everyone.

But there is some real value
in becoming a member.
Most of these organizations
truly emphasize academic
success, setting up their own
rules as far as minimum
grade point requirements, as
well as providing various
incentives for students to
study more. One Grand
Valley fraternity requires
members to maintain at
least a 2.25 grade point
average. Although this may
not seem very strict to some
people, they should also be
aware that fraternity
members who violate this
rule will eventually be
forced to report to the
library with a fellow frater

S O fsJ

Is Grand Valley large
enough, or should the college
continue to expand its
physical size and student
enrollment?
If the University were to
adopt the theory of maximum
growth to its fullest potential,
there would be both positive
and negative aspects.
The positives would be
things such as larger facilities
and a greater amount of
research on campus.
The reputation of the school
'l E'ITER, from p. 1 —
Laker Landing, and at
the dorm desks in all oncampus housing, Gardner
said.
The newsletter will be
available on the first
Monday of every month
and will eventually be
semimonthly.
Also available at the
Kirkhof distribution center
is the Student Senate
concern gram. The concern
gram is another part of the
communication process
betw een the Student
Senate and the student
body, Gardner said. A
drop box is available at the
distribution center for
completed
concern grams.
co

tu
c ii M rrrrwAT
would
growa cascHiHcmf
student

enrollment increased. An
education would be available
to a larger amount of people
through means of increased
programs which Grand
Valley would offer.
A more diverse and wider
range of professors would
accompany a larger student
body that would swell with
diversity as it does on all
college campuses.
Development of businesses
who would service the college
students would spring up
around the area, thus making
services more accessible than
they are now.
Some negative aspects
would arise with large scale
growth of Grand Valley.
Over-crowding of classes
and a less personalized
education than that which
occurs now would happen.
Tuition may rise due to the
needed expansions of the
physical structuring of the
university. An emphasis

fraternity long before he
would be removed from the
university. This is of course
in addition to the obvious
benefits of being able to meet
new people, and forming a
close-knit support system
with fraternity brothers.
I feel it is the responsibility
of the student body to ac
knowledge that fraternities
are valid student organiza
tions. Like other student
organizations they have their
strengths and weaknesses.
However, they should be
judged on an individual basis
rather than being judged in
light of the reputations that
have been earned in the past.

Distributed by Tribune Media Services

Grand Valley expansion:
For students or for profit?
d. .
By
Chris Olsen
Staff Writer

nity member for a set
number of hours a week. In
addition to rules such as
these, fraternities also
maintain study hours in
their houses, guaranteeing
that members have a quiet
place to study. It is not only
rules which encourage
academic success. Fellow
fraternity members also
encourage each other and
help out with problems
■whenever possible. The
fraternity member who
believes.he will scrape
through college barely
meeting the university's
requirements will most
likely find himself in danger
of being kicked out of his

iin
n n rpresearch
sp a rrh ininstead
s te a d o of
f
upon

instruction might occur as it
has with larger institutions,
something which could be
viewed as both a negative or a
positive aspect of the larger
university setting.
6rand Valley has its
positives being a smaller
institution. The student to
instructor ratio at Grand
Valley is 23 to 1. This is a
direct advantage to the
student at Grand Valley as in
comparison to a student at
Michigan State who must face
a much greater ratio.
Grand Valley's growing
process should be examined
from the standpoint of the
students’ advantage, not the
profit that the University will
earn if it expands in greater
numbers and size. Grand
Valley should keep making
strides to raise enrollment, but
caution should be taken when
looking to expand the physical
and enrollment aspects of the
University.

Ttiiukiog of bugiog a Computer ???
(lot sure uitiat to get or uitiat gou need ???
Talk to ttie Experts lit
D e m o n s tra tio n s fr o m ttie m a jo r
c o m p u te r c o m p a n ie s m ill be field on
th e A lle n d a le Cam pus in ttie fla n ito u
C o m p u te r Lab e v e r y m e e k . H ou rs a re
fr o m IQiQQHTl to
Fin each of
the fo llo w in g d a ys:

Tuesday - Data Storage marketing
Wednesday - Apple Computer Inc
Thursday - IBH Corp
Friday - Eenitti Data Systems

tf you have any questions or would
like a catalog listing what is offered
and prices, contact th e ..

Task force studies cam pus
accessibility for disabled
By Gaiy Bonn
Guest Writer
For the past several months,
Grand Valley State University
has had a task force
investigating the issue of
accessibility on campus for
persons with disabilities.
The task force worked
towards ensuring that the
campus was in accordance
with Title II of the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA)
which went into effect on
January26,1992. The task force
was made up of faculty, staff
and students and was
appointed by President
Lubbers.
The final self-evaluation

report is open to the public for
review and can be found on
closed reserveintheZumberge
Library. The report is broken
down building by building,
addressing the needs of each.
Even though the task force
mission is completed, the issue
ison-goingand will continually
be addressed. Ginger Randall
hasbeenappointed the campus
ADA coordinator and will be
form ing an ADA advisory
committee. This committee will
address issues such as campus
signs, communication about
programs offered and training
of faculty and staff in
accommodating requests by
students.
Any student needing services

to accommodate his or her
special needs should identify
himself or herself to the Dean
of Students Office in the
Kirkhof Center or the Edu
cational Support Programs
Office in the Commons. Any
employees who may need
special accommodations re
lated to disabilities should
voice their needs to the Hu
man Resources Office.
If you would like to share
any input or have any ques
tions about any of the task
fo rce's find ings, contact
Ginger Randall at 895-3585
or the hearing impaired can
call 895-3270 to reach a tele
communications device.

Hunger Cleanup
seeking backing
of organizations
ByA m yLohm an
Guest Writer
V olu nteer
GVSU!
is
planning its first annual
Hunger Cleanup, sponsored
by the N ational Student
Campaign Against Hunger
and Homelessness. As many
organizations as possible are
urged to competein this event.
In Hunger Cleanup, each
volunteer will get pledges for
the hours th at he or she
volunteers. All volunteers will
help clean up downtown
Grand Rapids for four hours
on Saturday, April 17, from
9a.m.-lp.m..
To become involved in the
H unger C leanup, please
contact Amy Lohman at the
volunteer center (X2363).

The GVSU Singers
perform"Sing We M errily
Unto God Our Strength," by
Martin Shaw on Feb. 28 in a
Choral Concert. Also
featured were the GVSU
Chamber Choir, the Festival
Chorale, the M adrigal
Ensemble, and M usic in
Motion. Conducting was
Ellen Pool.
PHOTO BY ADAM CARROLL

To laugh is to risk appearing a fo o l
To weep is to risk appearing sentimental.
To reach for another is to risk involvement.
To expose your feelings is to risk vour true self.
To place your ideas, your dreams, "before a crowd is to
risk w eir loss.
To love is to risk not being loved in return.
To live is to risk dying.
To believe is to risk despair.
To try is to risk failure.
But risks must be taken, because the greatest hazard
in life is to risk nothing.
The peoplewho risk nothing, do nothing, have nothing
and are nothing.
They may avoid suffering and sorrow, but they cannot
learn, feel, change, grow , love. live.
Chained by their attitudes they are slaves; they have
forfeited their freedom.
Only a person who risks is free.
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Author Unknown

Campus activities good
reason for book break
By Heidi Gullekson
Staff Writer
The upcoming months at
Grand Valley are bringing a
variety of fun-filled activities.
So take a break from the books
and enjoy a night out!
This years President's Ball
will be held on March 27 at the
Eberhard
Center.
The
President's Ball isa semi-formal
dance
which
offers
complementary valet parking
and limousine rides around
downtown Grand Rapids.
Tickets are on sale for $16 a
person or $30 a couple at the
Student Life Office.

The annual Las Vegas night
is also just around the corner.
Try your luck at Blackjack,
Craps, Roulette, and much
more at the Kirkhof Center on
April 3 from 8p.m. until
midnight.
If a good laugh is what you
need, look no further. Several
comedians have already been
here, and there are still more to
come. March 4, Spotlight
productions is lighting up
Grand Valley with comedian
Tommy Blaze. On March 18,
Lynn Trefzger will entertain
students with puppets in a
ventriloquist show. Each show
is at 9p.m. in the Promenade
Deck.

"Able Mable" inspires female audience
By Inshirah S. Peaks
Campus Life Editor
As part of the Black History
month celebration, Grand
Valley along with Calvin
College and Davenport College
sponsored a Women's Day
luncheon
held
in
the
Promenade Deck of the Kirkhof
Center Feb. 18. The title of the
program was Sisters in the
Struggle.
The program opened with a
prayer by Monique James.
Following the prayer and
introd uction by Michelle Viera,
words of inspiration were
spread in an oratory by the
m istress
of
cerem ony
Mashonda Griffin.
Griffin spoke about making

challenges a stepping stone. "Be
aware, but don't fear," states
Griffin, "just conquer them."
She also commented on the
importance of uniting and
knowing your family.
Those who attended also had
the pleasure of hearing the
beautiful solo of '"The Lord's
Prayer" by Andre Taylor.
After lunch Kim Butler
introduced
the keynote
speaker, the Honorable Mable
Thomas, also known as "Able
Mable." Thomas is a former
state representative from
Atlanta, Ga. She has spent eight
years in the House of Repre
sentatives.
Thomas has dedicated her
life
to
uplifting
and
empowering youths and ad
dressing women leading us into
the world.

"Able Mable "stands on the
fact that there is hope, we just
need 21st century leaders to
have a 21 st century world. She
spoke on building on a proud
tradition, the fact that we must
be willing to stand up and
change things that need to be
changed. "We have chains on
our minds and we need to
break those chains, even those
who don’t want to. We need
leaders like the honorable ones
in the past such as Carver and
Tubman."
Thomas talked to the women
about setting an example for
young people, teaching them
that education is the key. "But
in order to do anything you
have to understand who you
are, and use what you got to
get what you want!"
"Able Mable" went on to say

that you can begin by
organizing people where they
are, tell them that there is hope
to get them out of their hard
situations. She also commented
on the fact that people talk
about making contrabutions
but they don’t do anything.
"People need to put their
mouths on the back burners
and put their actions up front."
Thomas suggested some
ways to begin: by being active
in your community and setti ng
up a stategy of learning and if i t
doesn't work using your strat

egy-

She encouraged women to
be institution builders, to go to
college to create a job rather
than to get a job, and to keep in
mind that things that seem like
failures may be openings for
success.
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH

Irie Harris, account executive for Fashoin Fair, a subsidiary o f Johnson Publications, talked to Grand
Valley women students on how to look professional going into a job interview.

By Inshirah S. Peaks
Campus Life Editor_________
The Black History Month
PlanningCommitteeorganized
several events to celebrate the
history month calender.
February was filled with
many different ways to
remember the past, from
movies and soul food bake
sales, which allowed students
to experience the taste of
history, to African-American
book sales and essay contests.
One essay contest had for its
topic "What can I do as an indi
vidual to promote racial har
mony in my com m unity,"
which was sponsored by the
women of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority Inc. "W ords that
illustrate significant contribu
tions to African-American life
in the past 20 years and why,"
was the topic of another essay

contest sponsored by the
Multicultural Center.
Black History Month was
educational in other ways as
well. On Feb. 15, the men of
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity

sponsored a career develop
ment seminar which focused
on financial responsibilities.
They also sponsored a study
skills workshop. On Feb. 17,
MBEC sponsored a job site su

pervisors luncheon.
Special luncheons were also
setasideaddressingwomenon
the 18th and addressing men
on the 26th. These programs
were not however limited to

PHOTO BY ERIK HOILADAY

PHOTO BY ERIK HOILADAY

one of the two. The keynote
speakers included: Women's
Day- Mable Thomas; Men's
Day- Judge Benjamin H. Logan.
Once again the Black Student
Union Sponsored its yearly
Soulfest which was held Feb.
22. The Soulfest consisted of
recitals presented by Craig
W illiam s
and
Keisha
Eichelberger, gospel singing by
Voices of GVSU and the win
ners of one of the essay contest
were announced and awarded.
The first place winner was
Marcia Day. The guest speaker
of the evening was Noah
Seifullah who spoke mainly on
black history and on being
proud of and learning from the
past. During the program stu
dents were able to enjoy their
favorite soul foods.
Also included in February
wasan African-American Quiz.

Quartet of movies draws mixed results
By Beth Grienke
Entertainment Editor
Note: Often times smaller
films are overshadowed by
their more publicized peers
such as A Few Good Men; even
though, these non-mainstream
films may offer more subtle
insight into these same topics.
The popularity of movies like
Howards End, which has re
turned again to this area's the
atres, demonstrates drat audi
ences are interested in seeing
such independent films.
Hopefully, the following two
movies will reinforce the con
tinuing popularity.

The Crying Game
Neil Jordan has not been
lucky with some of his films
(High Spirits ) in the past But
somehow this year everything
got together and he ended up
with one of the most talked
about movies of the Oscar sea
son. Jordan, director and writer
of The Crying Game, combines a
masterful mix o f characters.
The Crying Game is a -strange
movie that can provoke many
psychological discussions.
However, its charm is that it
can also been taken as a straight
drama. The story questions
definitions o f love and loyalty.
The main character, Fergus,
is played by Stephen Rea. He
makes Fergus easy to sympa
thize with. Rea's incredible
portrayal is one of the main
reasons the movie succeeds as
well as it does. The audience
sees what he is feeling and be
lieves that he actually is feeling
the emotions he depicts.
When an IRA band kidnaps a
British soldier named Jody
(Forest Whitaker), Fergus is
kind to tire prisoner, and the
audience agrees with his ac
tions, even though tire rest of
the IRA members with Fergus
do not
When he later meets Jody's
love, Dil, and falls in love, Rea
makes it powerfully clear that
he is in love, no matter what
consequences that love may
have.
Rating: 10 out of 10.

Peter's Friends
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This British film is full of
bawdy comedy. The British are
for the most part looser in their
comedy topics on television and
in movies than Americans.
Directed by Kenneth Branagh

(Henry V, Dead Again), Peter's
Friends may not appeal to ev
eryone. However, it is defi
nitely worth a try.
Anyone who enjoys the hu
mor of "Who's Line is it Any
way?," "Black Adder," or
"Monty Python," will probably
find this film in the same line of
taste.
The movie revolves around a
get-together of friends in En
gland. Peter (Stephen Fry) has
ju st inherited a mammoth
house from his recently de
parted dad.
He uses the opportunity to
invite his closest friends over.
The group still considers itself
close even though they have
spread out over the years; one
of them, Andrew (Kenneth
Branagh), even lives overseas
in America.
The friends are awkward
around each other at first. It
has been awhile since all were
together.
The mates that some of the
friends bring with them are
responsible for the problems.
Rita Rudner, who wrote the
script for this movie, is talented
as the unlikable wife of An
drew; while Sarah's date, Brian
(Tony Slattery), is uncouth and
has a very bad sense of what is
and what is mot funny.
Emma Thompson is a won
derful chameleon as an actress.
In Howards End she was a re
spectable and romantic figure.
Here in Peter's Friends, she is
quirky and frumpy as Maggie,
the one without a "significant
other" in her life. Her clothes
make her appear almost -in
costume. .Someone in the audiencelasked if she was wearing
burlap sacks. Thompson pro
vides many of the laughs in the
movie, which has its dour mo
ments as well as comic. Most of
the group ends up going
through self-evaluations as to
how their life has changed since
ajl were together 10 years ago.
All in all, Branagh has
brought forth yet another de
lightful story to the screen. I
may not have reached its full
potential but it is one of the best
movies presently out in the
atres.
Rating: 8 out of 10.

Amos And Andrew
By Mel Cronenwett and Beth
Grienke
HA. HA. HA. hajw jw . HeeHee. Whoo-wee!
Oops. We are still laughing

"Tru" shows life of legendary author
By Alice Reitsma
Staff Writer
Based on writings and ar
ticles by Truman Capote,
'Tru " is a fun and fascinating
play about one of the greatest
American authors.
The play takes place in
Truman Capote's New York
apartment at 870 United Na
tions Plaza. It is one week
before Christmas in 1975.
Playing the role of Capote is
the Tony Award winner Rob
ert Morse. He successfully
captured the essence of the
great writer in this two hour
monologue during which he
tells die audience about him
self, his past, his friends and
his enemies.
^ D u rin g this time, Capote

wrote the scandalous An
swered Prayers, part of which
was published in Esquire. The
book is about the very rich
society he occasionally kept
company with. When it was
printed, A nsw ered Prayers
caused such a scandal that
many of C apote's former
friends wouldn't talk to him
again.
The cover of the Esquire is
sue shows the famous author
dressed in black with a black
hat with him hold ing a stiletto
in his hands, making hi m look
like a killer. A huge rendition
of this cover greeted the audi
ence at fhe play as they took
their seats in the DeVos Hall.
The play was written and
directed by Jay Presson Allen,
Please see TRU, p. l l j

Amos and Andrew stars Samel L. Jackson as Andrew and Nicholas
Cage as Amos Odell as partners in crime.
from the jokes in Amos and
Gill man whose fame hungry
Andrew. We went to the movie
desires ends up putting them
theatre expecting to see the
into a stupid and messy posi
thrilling Crying Game; instead,
tion.
we had the unexpected plea
Kudos to screenwriter E. Max
sure of laughing for almost two
Frye (Som ething W ild) who
straight hours.
made his directorial debut on
Amos and Andrew satirizes
this one.
its subject matter very, very
Our rating: 8 out of 10.
well. The film hits on many
racial stereotypes.
Army o f Darkness
The story also pokes fun of
By Dale Waltz
the actions of a political figure
Staff Writer
running for higher office. The
chief of police feels driven to
FINALLY! The sequel to Evil
decisions based on the fact that
Dead and Evil Dead 2 is here. For
he is "in an election year."
those of you who have never
The w hole m ishap was
seen the first two, you will un
started by an TU-scratch-yourderstand after seeing this movie
back" couple (Michael Lemer
that the film is nothing more
and Margaret Colin) on the
than pure, outrageous fun!
New England resort island
The movie starts out where
who assumed that there was
Evil Dead Turn left off, with the
only one reason a black man
hero, played once again by
would be in a house on their
Bruce Campbell, falling from
island moving stereo equip
the sky into the past.
ment; they assumed he was a
After he is taken prisoner by
burglar.
a band of warriors, Campbell is
The only competent figures
brought back to their castle for
in the film are Andrew Ster
execution; eventually he has to
ling, a Pulitzer-prize winning
recover a book to get back to his
playwright, and Amos Odell,
presenttime. Butbeforehegoes
a career criminal— a reluctant,
back, Campbell helps battle a
mismatched couple indeed.
group of thugs.
Their only direct assistance
Since the first two Evil Deads
comes from the pizza girl and
rate at the top of my horror
a twin pair of bloodhounds.
movie list, I expected the same
But they have plenty of indirect
demented-type film from A m y
assistance from everyone else.
o f Darkness. And did it ever
The island community gath
produce!
ers around the house to en
Sam Raime (Evil Dead, Evil
snare tiie pair.
Dead 2, and Darkman) seems to
As soon as a new character is
have a bigger budget to work
introduced, another strand to
with on this picture than on his
the whole web is woven in and
past ones, but he doesn't put it
tightened. But the web is a
to good use. This movie has
large, tangled m ess that
many more antagonists but
strangles everyone who helps
fewer tense, scary parts as its
create i t
predecessors.
Nicolas Cage (Raising Ari
However, if you are an Evil
zona, Honeymoon in Vegas) cre
Dead fan (not to be confused
ates another sterling character
with the Grateful Dead) you
with the quirky Amos Odell,
know these movies cannot be
who seems to shrug his shoul
taken seriously. You should
der at the turns in his life.
justsitback and enjoy this movie
Samuel L. Jackson (Jungle
for what it is—an original, and
Fever) plays the perfect straight
vastly funny film. The one-lin
man. He characterizes a man
ers are classic!
who finds some of his worse
Note: If you are going to see
fears coming true—or worse
this movie, try renting the first
than true, being that his part
two in tiie Evil Dead series be
ner in crime(?) is Amos.
forehand. Viewing them will
Margaret Colin and Michael
help you understand the con
Lemer are hilarious as the po
cept of the series better.
litically incorrect Judy and Phil
Rating: 7.

■

Poet
Ginsburg
influences
m any
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once ag ain , it's tim e fo r th e official Lanthorn

contest!

By Alice Reitsma
Staff Writer

Directions: Please mark an "x" in one box in each category. The person who gets the most right, wins. The first
place winner will receive 2 passes to Studio 28, and foe second place winner will receive 1 pass to Studio 28.
Beat Picture
CD The Crying Game
□ A Few Good Men
HD Howards End
C D S cen tofa Woman
CD U nforgioen

□
I
□
□
□

Beat Actress
□ C a th e rin e Deneuve, Indochine
□ M a r y McDonnell, Passion Fish
□ M ic h e lle Pfeiffer, Looe Field
□ S u s a n Sarandon, Lorenzo's Oil
□ E m m a Thompson, Howards End

Best Actor
Robert Downey Jr ., Chaplin
I Clint Eastwood, Unforgiven
A1 Pacino, Scent o f a Woman
Stephen Rey, The Crying Game
Denzel Washington, M alcolm X

Tie-Breaker;
Best Cinematography
CDHoffa
I IHowards End
CD The Lover
CD A River Runs Through It
□ Unforgiven

Beat Supporting Actress
□ J u d y Davis, Husbands and Wives
□ J o a n Plowright, Enchanted April
□ V a n e s s a Redgrave, Howards End
□ M ir a n d a Richardson, Damage
□ Marisa Tomei, My Cousin Vinny

Best Supporting Actor
□ j a y e Davidson, The Crying Game
□ G e n e Hackman, Unforgioen
□ j a c k Nicholson, A Few Good Men
□ A 1 Pacino, Glengarry, Glenross
□ D a v i d Paymer, Mr. Saturday Night

Double T ie-B reaker
Which movie will receive
the most awards?

Beat Director
□ Neil Jordan, The Crying Game
□ J a m e s Ivory, Howards End
□ Robert Altman, The Player
□ M a r t in Brest, Scent o f a Woman
□ d in t Eastwood, Unforgiven

Izzy and JuJu Hounds bring pure rock n' roll

been going on, in our society.
He also expressed his views on
drugs and the tobacco indus
try, the bomb, the CIA, and his
own homosexuality. His work
focuses on foe sound of the
words and the rhythm created
by them. Ginsberg is an inter
esting and entertaining
speaker, as well as a great poet.
Ironically, Ginsberg's poetry
has been banned from the air
waves by the Federal Com
munications Commission. His
poems were labeled "indecent"
and he is allowed on the radio
only between the hours of mid
night and 6 a. m.

Ginsberg can be an inspira
tion and a joy to listen to as well
as read. His work can be found
attheZumberge Library and at
local bookstores.

the Ju Ju Hounds. Stradlin
seems to be much more com
fortable playing this kind of
music in this kind of setting
than he was playing GunsN-Roses brand of rock and
roll in much larger places.
This style fits him much
better in my opinion.
The group closed the show
with The Georgia Satellite's
"Tie Down the Battleship
C hains" and rapidly re
treated to the relative luxury
of their two tour buses which
looked somehow outof place
sitting outside of The Inter
section. I tried to get in for an
interview but no luck. The
security guys saw to it that I
didn't get anywhere near the
buses, so if you want to find
out what Izzy and the Ju Ju
Hounds have to say, you will
have to read The Grand Rap
ids Press write-up or wait for
the movie!

fl

E

of this most entertaining ritual,
Izzy Stradlin and the Ju Ju
Hounds took the stage. Per
forming songs from their selftitled album, as well as some
extras, they obviously pleased
the audience who rarely ceased
their "Izzy" chant.
The music is straight ahead
rock and roll, Keith Richardstype noise—very pleasing to
the ear and to the eye as well.
There wasn't any kind of exci ting stage show, ju st Izzy
Stradlin and his guitar backed
by Jimmy Ashurst, Charlie
"Chalo" Quintana and Rick
Richards... the Ju Ju Hounds.
No gimmicks, just four musi
cians and their music.
The last big show I went to
see at the Intersection was The
Jesus Lizard which was a com
pletely different style. I must
say that I was more into Jesus
Lizard, but I was by no means
disappointed by Stradlin and

STUDY BREAK.
-STU D E N T ADMISSION—

^ ......................................... \

$4.25 Eves •$3.00 Before 6 pm

I The Seven Wonders Of The World!

X

L a b a t t s
C o o r s

WITH STUDEN T ID

NOW PLAYING

L ig h t

B u d ^ > ry
H u d JL lg ta t
K illia n s

Dabney Coleman

Nicholas Cage

R e d

A m o s & A ndrew

M iller L i t e
Miller Reserve

Robert DeNiro

Bill Murray

M ad D og & G Jory
g H frig

On Feb. 19, Grand Rapids
was injected , with a shot of
pure rock and roll from Izzy
Stradlinand foe Ju Ju Hounds,
who performed at The Inter
section.
Surprisingly, no line formed
outsiae of tne door of The In
tersection until about 7: 30
m. The arctic chill which
is filled foe air for foe past
couple of weeks probably nad
a lot to do with this, because
even a show by someone as
famous as Izzy Stradlin in
such an intimate setting isn't
worth getting hypothermia
over.
The doors were promptly
opened at 8 p.m. and every
seat in foe bar was rapidly
snatched up. This isn't to say
that it was crowded, because
it wasn't really too bad. There

are just so many seats in a bar
and they go quickly; standing
room, though, was very plen
tiful, which was a bit surpris
ingTheopeningactwasacheesy,
lame, metal band from Ireland
called My Little FunHouse.
Aside from their bad metal hair,
My Little FunHouse didn't re
ally make any sort of impres
sion on me. I guess I was suc
cessful in my attempt to block
them out because I don't even
remember what they sounded
like. No offense intended to
fans of My Little FunHouse; I
just don't dig that groove!
Rather than get carried away
with foe things I disliked about
the show, I'll try to concentrate
on the performance of the Ju Ju
Hounds which I thought was
excellent.
As the stage went dark, cries
of "Izzy, Izzy, etc., etc.," filled
the air. After about 10 minutes

All flight Longw/ this ad! *
‘ Offer good
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By Jason Oraechowski
Staff Writer

m

Last weekend Grand Rapids
hosted an American poet of
international fam e. Allen
Ginsberg was greeted by an
en thu siastic crow d as he
walked onto the stage set for
him at Fountain Street Church.
Ginsberg isapoetoftheBeat
Generation, a name invented
by friend and fellow poet Jack
Kerouac. Their aim was to
show the hypocrisy and artifi
ciality of accepted social values
by loving promiscuously, ex
perimenting with drugs, writ
ing poetry and taking it seri
ously, and by maintaining a
consistent disinterestedness in
the face of society's demands.
The night began with a mo
ment inspired from W alt
Whitman, which set the general
mood for the night with visions
of an "in v in cib le city of
friends," a place where people
celebrated the quality of love.
As I sat breathing in the
strong smell of cigar coming
from the man next to me, I lis
tened to Ginsberg sing my fa
vorite poem for his opening
"number." With a small lap
organ called a harmonium, he
belted out his musical version
of William Blake's 'Tiger, Ti
ger" with such vivacity that I
actually felt chilly. He paid
tribute again to foe Romantic
mystic who had influenced him
by singing another Blake poem
and had the audience join in
during the chorus.
The rest of foe evening was
filled with poetry from foe 50s
to the present.
Most of
Ginsberg's poems expressed
his political views, like his "Just
Say Yes Calypso," in which he
speaks of the governments
need to create and then sell the
war with Iraq. His "Sunflower
Sutra" (1955) was a beautiful
response to theuglinesscreated
by industrialization and how it
destroys things of value.
Many of his poems either
focused on, or mentioned in
passing, Ginsberg's feelings
toward J. Edgar Hoover. He
vehemently expressed his dis
gust toward the "closet queen"
who persecuted gays without
mercy.
Ginsberg's poems empha
sized the hypocrisy and social
injustices that were, and have
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bad karma and air pollutants, I
head back upstairs to get
dressed. I choose a pair of
baggy jeans from the buffet of
dirty clothes on the floor, and
hopin. (I don't do it one leg at
a time........ You do the math).
I head out to the valley to
make my 8 o'clock. Lots of
parking, right near die build
ing, but what thg hell, it's 7:30
a.m.!
I innocently sit through a lec
ture on musclemotor uni ts and
twitch response, with no fore
sight of a problem.
After class, I head upstairs
and decide it's too cold outside
to walk to theKirkhof with my
bladder so burdened. So first,
I stroll over to the Field House
lavatory facility. I carefully

choose a urinal and unzip my
fly. After a few seconds,! look
down to behold this semester's
utter strike of terror. I looked
l .ill n
down to see a pair of raspberry
'* f
O
colored underwear hanging out
M 9£
of my pant leg, onto my left
shoe. Not just a little bit, but
three quarters the way, and be
ing held by my tapered pant
cuff.
Nowldon'tembarrass easily,
butthisonegavemethatfeeling
like someone had poured a
bucket
of warm slime over my
It's 6:29 Friday morning. I
head.
You
know, when it slowly
wake up as usual, one minute
creepsdownyour
body, heating
before the alarm goes off. You
up
every
inch.
The
feeling you
may hate me, but I'm a morn
get w hen you know you
ing person. I sprout right out
screwed up big.
o f bed, and head for the
I pulled them die rest of the
shower.
way
out, and tucked them into
After hosing off yesterday's
my coat pocket. I
wondered how
many people in
class saw this
amazing display
By Erik Holladay
of genius. I re
Photo Editor
membered walk
ing
past some
"Babylon 5" aired Feb. 22, on Fox Channel 17 and it seemed to be a fairly
football players
good success.*The computer graphics were all they were hyped up to be and
in the lobby, and
the story line was grittier and grungier than both "Star Trek: The Next
giving them my
Generation" and "Deep Space Nine."
alw ays co n fi
The only problem that blasted a hole in this show was the acting and th e'
dent, "Hay."
overwhelming amount of information that was packed into this one movieHee-haw. Hee
trailer-show-episode.
haw!
The acting was well done, although I don't think every alien race we meet
would speak and have the same mannerisms that humans do but that's just a
trivial complaint The acting of the three main diplomats was great; they are
mysterious and have well thought-out backgrounds.
However, the actual crew of the station is lacking in acting and
background. The security chief is the best actor of all of them. He is a cross
between Bruce Willis (Diehard)and Bruce Willis (Diehard 2—right down to
the haircut). Commander Jeffrey needs a few acting lessons but will
hopefully come around later if the series develops. But the other girl has to
go. She sounds like she is reading die script right off the cue cards. Also, if
she is trying to portray a tough space character or a Martinez from Aliens,
she is failing miserably.
The plot needed some major help also. First, die commander is
condemned to go on trial for supposedly attempting to murder an important
diplomat^) his command position is taken away from him; but in the next
scene he is shown wandering around the station with the security officer—
that blew all the tension created by his condemning. Second, why was the
commander's woman friend in this show and on die station, just for a small
piece of information during the trial? Or was it for a gratuitous
.
Please see BABYLON, p . l l
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New series has potential

10% o f U
and Friends

I remember another time I
got "that feeling." Iwaspulled
over by a police officer for go
ing 70 mph in a 55 mph zone. I
was on skis...being towed by a
1988 Bronco.
One night, when the Gaylord
air was right, and I was feeling
silly, we did it. We latched a
ski rope onto Brian's Bronco,
and headed down some snowy
roads. First we went 10 mph
and I jumped the ride banks.
Thenwehit40.1 cut hard from
side to side, and did some
tricks. Then he took it up to 70
and I crouched into a tight,
Franz Klammer downhill tuck.
I looked down to save‘ my
myta
face
from the ice chips bulleting
Dulled _
from the tires. I glanced up for
just a second, and that bucket
of warm slime fell. I could see
the reflection of the red and
blue gumballs on the chrome
bumper.
The answer to your question
was—itwasn'teasy. Since both
of our dads were upstanding
social citizens, and there was
no harm done, they let us off
with a very serious warning.
(He even made me get in the
Bronco)
I can handle cops, but em
barrassment is tough on me.
Once in high school, the ski

fc )

GVSU ’s Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual support
organization welcomes all students and other
interested individuals to our weekly m eetings.
For more information regarding
meeting places and times call:
GVSU Student Life Office

895-2345

w ater tower
on the edge ^ c a m p u s f % iext
Two Bedroom Furnished Apartments with
Utilities Included are Available Now !!
•Room m ate m atching service
•Plethora o f parking/
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•Well jd^|iidcwa|lh to cam pus 1
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Lcilitiew in tifery bull

team guys all went to Alan's
house after practice for a hot
tub. The tub was outdoors,
and since we were all coming
right off the ski hill, we had to
go nude. This made me feel, to
say the least, icky. To break
up the monotony of things, I
dared two guys to jump on
the snowmobiles and ride the
perimeter of Alan's property
(about a mile).
They actually did it! When
they got back> they lovingly
said, "You're next, #@?$!" So
I jumped on the idling Skidoo, and nailed the gas. Go
ing 80 mph at 12 degrees can
do some funny things to you.
I made it bade ana jumped
back into what seemed to be
1,200 degree molten lava.
Anyway, this game lasted an
hour, and left no one as a
winner.
The next day, not only were
all of us sicker than a frat
pledge, but we found out
Alan's neighbor videotaped
the entire theater of pain. She
threatened to give it to the
girl's ski team, butinstead kept
it for her own viewing plea
sure.
You can just imagine my
dismay... and the rosy color
on my cheeks.
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Com ing
up at the
m ovies
By Jack Gordon
Staff Writer
B est o f tite B est II—
When their buddy is
beaten to death in an illegal
underground kickboxing
coliseum, two friends set
out to gain revenge on the
powerful night club owner
who runs the establishment
Stars Eric Roberts, Meg
Foster, Philip Rhee, and
Wayne Newton.
M ad D og & G lory—A
shy, introverted police
photographer (EteNiro) is
rewarded for saving the life
of a powerful mob boss with
. . jo beautiful woman for a
week. The plot thickens
when the week ends and the
photographer doesn't want
to give her back. Stars
Robert DeNiro, Bill Murray,
and Uma Thurman.

Production
honors
Cole Porter
By Jennifer Wigger
Assistant Editor
"Anything Goes," one of
the greatest of the 1930s
"razzle-d azzle" m usicals
brought the good ship SS
America to Grand Rapids
Civic Theatre February 25.
Directed by Paul A Dreher,
Grand RapidsCi vie ^Theatre's
managing director, "Any
thing Goes" will run through
March 13.
This production will cel
ebrate the 100th anniversary
of Cole Porter's birth.
Porter's magical score for
"Anything Goes," which in
cludes the likes of "I Get A
Kick Out of You" and of
course, "Anything Goes," is
wrapped around the amus
ing story which starts in
M anhattan and quickly
progresses to the Englandbound luxury liner the SS
America.
For ticket information, call
459-7146.

The Regiments of War
provides unique sci-fi experience
By Paul Torres
Staff Writer
The Regimentsof Warby John
Dalmas is a trip into science
fiction hell. When reading this
novel, readers may feel as if
they are trapped in some
cheesy 70s sci-fi flick.
The novel's outright
clicheness comes from the
outstart with the conflict
between the opposing
White and Black Regi
ments (guess which one
is good and which one is
evil). They were both
trained by die mighty and
elite T'Sw a from the
planet Tyss.
The White Regiment,
from the planet Inayla, is
hired on to protectasmall
planet from the impend
ing invasion of the Black
Regiment. This is when
the two fighting cores get
a chance to match the
techniques they acquired
from the legendary Tyss
mercenaries.
The classic battle be
tween good and evil is
the basic premise of the
novel and it fails to go
much further than that.
All this hokiness is
wrapped up w ith an
inane love story between
Lotta and Rondar whose

lives are entangled in the
regiment conflicts.
Author John Dalmas fails
to convince the reader of the
ramifications of planetary
annihilation. His writing
lacks the significance neces
sary to carry an interesting
story.

Best Actor
A1 Pacino,
Scent o f a Woman

Beth had her chance last
week. This week is my
chance to make my
predictions on who will get
the Oscars this March. Don't
forget to make your choices
in the Oscar contest entry
form in this section.

Best Supporting Actor
Gene Hackman,
Unforgiven

Best Picture
Scent o f a Woman
Best Actress
Emma Thompson,
Howards End

Best Supporting Actress
My heart goes with
Marisa Tomei for My Cousin
Vinny because she made the
movie for me but my pick is
Joan Plowright from
Enchanted April.
Best Director
Clint Eastwood,
Unforgiven

A Christmas Memory, I
really feltlikeitwashim
talking to me as he told
me abouthislifeand the
facts behind his stories.
Morse was very con
vincing in his portrayal
of Capote—no wonder
he won a Tony for his
performance. In "Tru,"
Morse showed a man
who really knew almost
everybody,
who
thought o f himself as a
genius, was fully aware
o f his homosexuality
and alcoholism, was al
ways surrounded by
people, yet was a very
lonely man.
The play "Tru" was a
funny, sad, and overall
a thoroughly enjoyable
portrait of a great and
interesting man.
"There's the one and
onlyT.C. There was no*
bodylike mebefbre,and
there a in 't gonna be
anybody like m e after
I'm g on e."—Trum an
\ C a p o te

@ 5 tu d io 28

20 SCREENS *A Jack Loeks Theatre
1350 28TH ST., S.W. • Ph. 538 8760

Student Prices (With College ID)
Studio 28

Evenings

$4.50

Matinees

Starts Friday, March 5

$3.00

A m os & A ndrew (PG13) Nicholas Cage, Samuel Jackson
M ad D og & G lo ry (R) Robert DeNiro, Bill Murray, Uma Thurman
Sw ing K id s (PG13) Robert Sean Leonard, Barbara Hershey
B e s t o f the B e st 2 (R) Eric Roberts

Now Showing

Falling Down (R) Michael Douglas, Robert Duvall
The Lover (R) Jane March
Passion Fish (R) Mary McDonnell, Alfre Woodard
Peter’s Friends Kenneth Branagh, Rita Rudner
Love Field (R) Michelle Pfieffer
Howard’s End (PG) Anthony Hopkins, Vanessa Redgrave
Army of Darkness (R) Bruce Campbell
Extreme Justice (R) Lou Diamond Phillips, ScoU Glenn
The Crying Game (R) Stephan Rea, Miranda Richardson
Unforgiven (R) Clint Eastwood, Gene Hackman, Morgan
Freeman, Richard Harris
Groundhog Day (PG) Bill Murray, Andie McDowell
Untamed Heart (PG13) Christian Slater, Manssa Tomei

BABYLON, from p. 10
kissing goodbye scene?
Don't get me wrong, I
loved this show and I
hope it becomes a series.
It is certainly a lot better
than the dopey "Space
Rangers." "Babylon 5"
does have potential to be
another great science
fiction series. Don't
forget that "Star Trek:
The Next Generation"’s
first season was pretty
bad, but now it is die
number one series in
dication on TV.
syndii

T R U ,from p .8— 4 who is a screenwriter,
as well as a film pro
ducer. She wrote her
first screenplay for
A lfred H itchcock's
Mamie. Her scripts are
well known for providing femaleroles thatwin
awards. Being a fan of
C ap ote's since sixth
grade when I first read

Ju les Verne and Ray
Bradbury, he is n ot The
Regiments o f War is a shlockfest of oddly named people
and planets and simplistic
conflicts. Only read this if
you have time and brain cells
to waste.

Predictions bring veteran
names back to nomination list
By Shellie VanDeCreek
Staff Writer

P age 11
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Nat. Lampoon’s Loaded Weapon I

(P G 13) Emilio Estevez,

Samuel Jackson, Jon Lovitz, William Shatner, Tim Curry

S o m m ers by (PG13)

Richard Gere, Jodi Foster, James Earl Jones

The Vanishing (R) Jeff Bridges, Kiefer Sutherland
Alive (R) Ethan Hawke, Vincent Spano
Scent of a Woman (R) A1 Pacino, Chris O’Donnell
A Few Good Men (R) Tom Cruise, Jack Nicholson,
Demi Moore, Kevin Bacon, Kiefer Sutherland
Aladdin (G) Animated, voice of Robin Williams
The Bodyguard (R) Kevin Costner, Whitney Houston

For last-minute changes and showtimes. call the movie hotline at 538-8760

NEXT
u jic e y .

lynn h#feg#r, Thun. Mach 18th, 1993,9pmi
F u n d K Jb y * w * u d *r « U to F « *

99

Alpine Theatre

Call 784-5955 For
Movies and Showtimes

999

Seniors end season on a winning note
By Alan Babbitt
Staff Writer

PHOTO BY ERIK HOLUDAY

Joe Schuitem launches a 3-pointer on his way to a 27 point show
and a GVSU victory

If Saturday's game had
to be GVSU's last one of
th e s e a so n , th e L a k ers
would kindly end the 199293 campaign if they could
have one thing - a victory
over the riv al H illsd ale
Chargers.
G ran d V a lle y 's w ish
cam e th ro u g h as th ey
knocked off Hillsdale in a
thrilling overtime contest
105-101.
"First, we wanted to end
our year on a positive note
with a w in," Schuitema
stated. "But we also wanted
to avenge our earlier loss
to them. Things got pretty
ugly down there."
A fter calling a tim eout
with four seconds left and
trailing 103-101, Hillsdale
set up for the inbounds
play. The Chargers got the
ball to guard Rodney Hill,
but he traveled and turned
the ball back over to Grand
Valley.
Forward Aaron W illiams
passed the ball to a wideopen Joe Schuitema under
the basket, and Schuitema
layed it in to put the excla
mation point on the GVSU
triumph.
Grand V alley b u ilt an
eight point lead during the
first four minutes of over
tim e b e fo re H ills d a le
fought back to make the
game close.
Hillsdale forced the game

Lakers disapointment contributes to loss

W e d n e sd a y , M a r c h 3, 1 9 9 3

By Alan P. Babbitt
Staff Writer
The disappointment of being
bounced out of the GLI AC play
offs hit the Lakers hard, and the
effects of it may have showed
Thursday when Oakland pinned
a 68-61 loss on GVSU in Roches
ter, Michigan.
Grand Valley shot just 32 per
cent from the floor in the con
test, including six of 33 from be
hind the three-point line.
The Pioneers did no t fare much
better from the field either,
shooting a modest 39 percent for
the contest
After the two teams traded
baskets for the first 9:21 of the
second half, Oakland went out
on a 13-2 run over the next 4:43
to take a 54-43 lead.
Schuitema's tri-fecta with :23
left brought the Lakers to within
four (64-60), but the Pioneers hit
four free throws down the stretch
to seal the win.
The first half was close with
neither team gaining a lead
larger than five points.
Oakland earned an early fivepoint advantage, but two triples
by Grand Valley swingman
Aaron Williams at the 1056 and
10:30 marks respectively put
GVSU on top 16-15.
Nate Verbeek scored the Lak
ers'final three points in the half
as the teams went into their
locker rooms knotted at 27-all.

PHOTO BY ERIK HOLLAIMY

Nate Verbeek (#30) screams past Jeff Wendt (#44) as he tossed in a
29 point performance
Guard Joe Schuitema led the
Lakers with 14 points while
Verbeek added 13 points.
Schuitema said that there
was a different atmosphere
on the court possibly due to

the disappointment of not be
ing able to play in post-season
play.
The loss dropped the Lakers
to a record of 6-9 in the confer
ence and 13-12 overall.

into overtim e with a late
comeback in the second half.
Nate Verbeek gave Grand
V alley a b rief 89-87 lead
with :43 to go on his tip-in
of a missed GVSU shot.
C h a rg e r fo rw a rd Tim
Kissman scored the second
half's final points on two
free throws with :20 left,
evening the contest at 89all.
Grand Valley controlled
m ost of the first 20 minutes
and held a 43-33 lead head
ing into its locker room at
halftim e.
Verbeek finished the
game with a career-high
29 points and 11 rebounds.
In their last games as
Lakers, Schuitema and
forward Brent Wichlacz
added 27 and 18 points,
respectively.
Grand Valley ends the
season in sixth place in
the GLIAC with a 7-9
record. The Lakers
finished 14-12 overall.

'Baseball team '
swings Into action
By Mike Amey
Staff Writer
Tired of doing the same
old thingson Spring Break?
Take a visit to Boca Raton
where the Grand Valley
baseball team begins spring
training next week.
Despite losing 12 seniors,
including pitchers Todd
Schmitt, who is now in the
San Diego Padres organiza
tion, and ace reliever Tom
Beard, coach Andy Chopp
is optimistic.
Filling the void on the hill
are seniors Shane Beach (21,2.70 ERA), Art Cory (1-0,
5.25 ERA), Rob Heminger
(2-3, 6.21 ERA), and Jeff
Bates (2.70 ERA, 4 saves).
Bates will be moving from
middle relief to a starting
role, along with splitting
action behind the plate with
Scott N ichols and Jon
VanDongen.
The other Laker hurlers
in the starting rotation are
sophomore Mike Bell (4-1,
2.48 ERA), and juniors Steve
Nahs (3-1, 6.12 ERA) and
Rodney Wilson (2-1, 5.49
ERA).
Coming outof the bullpen
in middle relief will be Jim
Bienias, Joel Barr, Tom
Brandell, Jeff Pratt, and
Dave Searles, with Pratt and
Searles expected to be the
closers.
A strong spot for die Lak
ers will be the middle of the
infield, where shortstop
Kurt Reits and second
baseman DougNyhuis form
the best double play combi
nation Chopp has seen in
his nine seasons at GVSU.
"They're outstanding.
They're both left-handed
hitters with good pop in
their bats and they're excel
lent defensive players,"
praised Chopp.
"They're both Division-I
type players that we hapPlease see TEAM, pg. 13
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Cagers finish
By Tonya Wilholt
Staff Writer
Go out winning.
The Lady Lakers did ju st
that with a win Saturday by
defeating H illsdale 69-53.
"W e w eren't on track
fensively like we needed to
be, but our defense won the
gam e fo r u s," said
Coach Pat Baker Grzyb.
The Lakers finished th e
season 4-12 in the conference
and 8-18 overall.
"W hen you force
to score from the perim eter,
it 's tou g h fo r th em , and
that's what we d id ," Baker
Grzyb said.
She said the Lakers con
tested m ost of H illsd ale's
shots, holding their shoot
ing percentage down to 26
percent.
The Lakers held H illsdale's
le a d in g
sco rer,
D aw n
M urphy, down to 6 points.
The team s were tied seven
tim es in the second half, but
the Lakers broke the string
of ties during the last eight
minutes. H illsdale could not
pick up the lead.
Shelly Ross, with 17 points,
was the leading scorer for
the Lakers. Marie Thomas
and Sarah Jasm an made 12
and 11 points, respectively.
Baker Grzyb said the Lak
ers will prepare for next sea
son by im proving physical
and mental weaknesses.
"W e need to start with the
belief that it's going to be
win, win, w in, that w e're
going to be very com peti-

PHOWD BY ADAM CAKROU.

Mary Beth Mount is fouled from behind by a Hillsdale defender, the Lady Lakers beat the Lady Chargers 6953 in the last home contest
tive," Baker Grzyb said.
The Lakers will lose ju st
one senior, Nikki Kulik, but
w ill gain another p lay er,

K elly S w ie rb u t, o f W est
Catholic High School.
Grand Valley is consider
ing two more recru its for

guard and post player posi
tions.
Baker Grzyb said she wants
to recruit faster players.

Offense and rebounds continue to haunt Lakers

By Tonya Wilholt
Staff writer

Ifsbeen the same story all year.
Poor offense and a lack of re
bounds caused die Lady Lakers'

82-64 defeat at die hands of
Oakland U niversity last
Thursday, said Laker head
coach Pat Baker Grzyb.
"We weren't in a good of
fensive flow like we should

have been," said Baker Grzyb.
"We knew exacdy what they
were going to do in that game
defensively."
Baker Grzyb said poor de
fense in the first half and 19
turnovers cost
the Grand Val
ley.
Oakland
blew the game
open in the
second half
with a 14-4 run
early in the
second half.
The Lady
Pioneers
dominated ev
ery aspect of
the game, from
rebounding to
free throw at

tempts.
The
Pioneers
outrebounded Grand Valley
61-43.
The Lady Lakers never got
closer than three points after
falling behind early and
trailed 45-35 at halftime.
Oakland did not shoot ex
ceptionally well, 38 percent
for the game, but capitalized
on 15 offensive rebounds.
Grand Valley's shooting
woes continued as the Lak
ers shot 31 percent of their
shots for the game.
"I thought we were wellprepared, but the ball just
didn't fall. We made a few
bad decisions and we got
ourselves in a hole we just
couldn't get out of," Baker
Grzyb said.
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i& Y lu cky to have t§em
here f o r the n ext couple
o f years,* C hop p said .
T h e rest o f th e infield
w ill also have a different
lo o k fro m la s t seaso n .
Scott Finley (,371) w ill
p lay th ird b a s e , a fte r
sp en d in g th e p a s t few
seasons at second. At first
base w ill be Bel), BrandeU,
and Bryan H enry. •
In the o u tfield , senior
John Coso (.286, 21 RBI)
takes over in center field,
with Beach (.295, 5 HR)
playing le ft and Deandre
Jam ison and W ilson in
right field.
A lso in clu d ed in the
outfield are sophom ore
M att Hinde and freshm en
Nathan Chylek and N ick
Ruckman.
"W hat w e're trying to
do is m ake ail th e proper
a d ju s tm e n ts a n d g e t
people in the sp ots where
we think they should be
rig h t n o w ," e x p la in e d
Chopp.
"A s the season goes on
w e il have to still make
constant adjustm ents; a l
m ost a trial and error kind
of thing. I think the teams
that make those adjust
m ents quicker and e ffi
ciently are th e team s that
are going to be m ore su c
cessfu l," Chopp added.
The Lakers begin play
Saturday, March 6 against
nationally ranked Lewis
University in Boca Raton,
F lo rid a . A fte r sp rin g
training, th e Lakers play
Aquinas on M arch 21 at 1
p.m. and March 26 a t 2
p.m. at Kim ble Field in
Grand Rapids.
The fir s t h om e gam e
will b e March 30 at 1p .m .
against Madonna College.
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Hm AWo m WcImm II

•Clinic

Friday, March 19,4-9 pm
Satuday, Mach 20,2-5 pm |

• Ityoofs
• Requirements

Friday, March 26,5-7? pm

Forever Sun
2 m o. M embership - $ 1 0 .0 0 fe e / $ 3 .0 0 per visit

T a n F o r S p r in g

All stunts ae performed in
Guy/Girl couples. Please
bring your own partner.
All practices ae held inthe
gymnasium room located
inthe Reid House.
h r lta lilir a id ii

Gill Any Oldsah
Shelley Ross d riv es to the hoop past a H illsdale defender on her way to a game-high 17
points

0 - 3 4 2 0 L a k v M io h ig a n D r.
G r a n d R a p id * . M l 4 8 5 0 4
(1 M il* E a ta t o f Q V S U )

(0 1 0 ) 0 7 7 -2 2 2 2

895-325!
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Tankers' team record not enough to win conference Carriers
finish 'nas heaplaced
o o rs
eason
second.
By Mike Amey
By Jackie Fox
Staff writer

Team records were not
enough to overcome the depth
of Oakland and Ferrisat the
GLIAC Swimming and Diving
championships last-week at
Northern Michigan.
The men finished third out of
four teamsbehind Oakland and
Ferris State while the women
finished fourth out of six teams
behind Oakland, Ferrjp and
Northern Michigan.
According to Coach Dewey
Newsome it wasn't die quality
that kept the Lakers from fin
ishing ahead of Ferris but die
quantity.
"We just didn't have the
depth to stay up with Ferris."
The Lakersdid however pro
duce twelve varsityrecordsand
fourteen freshman records.
Freshman Mike Fultz had a

record breaking weekend.
Fultzbrokethevarsityrecords
in the 100 backstroke in a time
of53.85, the 200 backstroke, in
157.82. and the 400 I.M. in
4:19.64. Mike also set the
freshman record in the 100
freestyle with a time o f48.54.
Kevin Fortier broke the 200
butterfly varsity record in a
time of 2:17.17.
Ryan Fortier broke the
freshman record in the 200
Butterfly in 2:0731.
Distance swimmer Derek
Beyer broke three Freshman
records the 200 Freestyle in
1:485732, the500 Freestyle in
4 5 4 2 9 ,and die 1650Freestyle
in a time of 17:12.14.
Diver Brian Swanson took
firston the one and three meter
boards and Dan Mumbrue
took second in both events.
The women weren't short
on record breaking swims ei

ther, turning in six Varsity
records.
Senior Kathy Winkel set
varsity records in both the 50
freestyle in 24.18 and the 100
backstroke in 1:00.86.
Tina Higel broke the 400 in
dividual medley varsityrecord
twice, once in a qualifying
swimand later in the finals
with at time of 452.86. Higel
also set the record in die 100
breaststroke with a time of
1:10.68.
Distance swimmer Julie
Brookins swam 1853 in die
1650 meter freestyle breaking
the Varsity record.
Charlolotte Snyder took sec
ond in both die 1 meter and 3
meter dives
Angie Cripe took fifth in the
one meter and fourth in die 3
meter board.
All four of the Laker divers
are NCAA qualifiers and will
be heading to Canton, Ohio
with Winkel for die national
meet this weekend.

S to ffW r ite i^ ^ ^

The GLIAC men showed their
strength Saturday afternoon in
Hillsdale, as 12 athletes qualified
for the National Championships.
However, none of diem were
Lakers.
"Our men's conference is very
tough," commented coach Gary
Martin. '1 don't want my team to
be down because they ran very
well; they ran their potential."
Hillsdale took the conference
championship, finishing with 101
points. FenisStategrabbedsecond
with 87, followed by Saginaw
Valleywith 60, Grand Valley with
13, and Lake Superior State came
in last with 10 points.
Martin pointed to die availabil
ity of scholarships at Hillsdale,
Saginaw and Penis as the strong
cornerstones of their programs,
while adding that he was not us
ing that as an excuse.
Thedaywasn'twithoutifshigh
points, though. Chris Lindsey
brokeaGrand Valleyrecord in the
35 pound shot put, throwing 48
feet four ard three quarter inches

Randy Kloss took fourth in die
shot put tossing 43 feet 11 and a
halfindies. Lindsey grabbed fifth,
with a distance of41 feet nine and
a half inches.
In the pole vault James Mauer
took fourth, reaching 15 feet.
Hillsdale's Craig Presley set a
GLIACchampionshipmeetrecord
and clinched an automatic birth in
the nationals withavaultofl6feet,
six inches.
Dan Hain placed fourth for
Grand Valley in die long jump,
reaching 21' 11".
"Our field eventsare strong and
very competitive Our runners
have to work at keeping a positive
attitudeandgettingakiller instinct
"Wenoticed withtheotherteams
there that they had a killer instinct
that when you get someone down,
you take advantage of them.
Having a young team, we really
have to learn that" said Martin.
The Lakers will sit out this
Firda/s schedule's meet at
SaginawValley and will run again
on Thursday, March 18 in the
Grand Rapids Indoor Champion
ships.
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☆
Plasm a Donors Needed! ☆

*

New hours open Monday through Friday, 8am-4:30 pm
Please phone 241 -6335 for more information
about life saving plasma donations

Sera-Tec Biologicals
1973 So. Division (Corner of Burton)

New Plasma Donors will need
legal picture ID and social
security card if address on ID is
not current. Please bring
evidence of current residence.

Donors are reimbursed $15
for each 1 hour automated
plasma collection.

H E L P S A V E L IV E S !
Receive $15 per donation at a maximum
of two donations per week.

PHOTO BY ERIK HOLLADAY

Kickboxing came to Eastbrook.and the action was fast and furious
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ACROSS
1 Tiasdato
of poetry
5 Bondsman
10 Marsh M id
14 O f an ago
15 “That’s
16 Part of a
church
17 Vermont
product
19 Weight
allowance
20 Trainee
21 Strong dlallkes
23 They’re bom
in late summer
25 Of currents
26 Dratted
30 Ukeaom e
33
34 Flower part
36 Finiahed to
poeta
37 Tree main
36 Quibble
39 Accumulated
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Stowe character
Bobwhlte
5 Lacks
6 Australian
Misrepresent
bird
Lower in
dignity
7 Theater section
45 Outshone
8 Praying figure
47 Sew loosely
In art
9 End of the line
49 Dorothy’s dog
50 Curtails
10 Source of
53 Poncho
wickerwork
57 Power source
11 Spring ninnies
58 Northwest
12 Expression of
landmark
understanding
13 Permits
60 Move dog
18 Upright
61 Instrumental
technician
22 Adored one
24 Flower part
62 Cockcrow
63 One who
26 Plant
answers: abbr. 27 Daring
28 Adonises
64 Portents
65 Otherwise
29 Eau — (brandy)
31 Nest
3? Cornered
DOWN
35 Color old
1 Large rig
style
2 Irish islands
3 Enthralled
38 Takes excep
tion to
4 Ejaculation
39 Belgian hare
of praise

$2
is all it costs to place
a PERSONAL or ORGA
NIZATION ad in the
classifieds section of the
Lanthorn. Two dollars
will get you up to 25
w ords, 10 ce n ts per
word after th at. All
classified ads m ust be
in th e Lanthorn office,
on th e ground floor of
Kirkhof Center. The
deadline for classified
m e ss a g e s is 5 p.m .
Thursday for the fol
lowing week's edition.
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ANSWERS
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41 Dramatis
personas
42 Beware of
this dog
44 Cap part
46 Weepers
48 Boredom

50 Cicatrix
51 Stockings
52 Ratted
54 Of grandparents
55 Church benches
56 Sea bird
59 Understanding

CRUISE SHIP
EMPLOYMENT
Now hiring students. $300/
$900 wkly. Summer/Full
Time. Tour Guides, Gift Shop
Sales, Deck Hands,
Bartenders, Casino Dealers,
Etc. Worl Travel- Carribean,
Alaska, Europe, Hawaii. No
experience necessary. Call 1602-680-0323 Ext. 23.
Looking for student help on
campus for 6 weeks: 6/14/93
through 7/24/93. Contact the
Upward Bound Office at 8953441 for information and to
fill out an application

• \ •- LrVTW JVV.',

By Mike Amey
Staff Writer
" T h re e c o n fe re n c e
cham pions, what else
can a coach ask for?"
beam ed tra ch co ach
Gary Martin.
T h e L ad y L a k e rs
g rab b ed th ird p la ce
Saturday at the GLIAC
Indoor Championships
in Hillsdale.
H illsdale took first,
follow ed by Saginaw
V alley, GVSU , F.erris
State and Lake Supe
rior State.
Kelly O berlin au to
m atically qualified for
nationals and set a new
GLIAC Cham pionship
Meet record in the high
ju m p , re a c h in g fiv e
feet, eight and a quar
ter inches. O berlin's
jum p was an inch lower
than her ow n Grand
V alley record, set ear
lier this year.
T am ie G ip e cam e
b a ck fro m a d is a p 
pointing m eet at East

ern Michigan to take the
conference title in the shot
put, throwing 43 feet, six
and a half inches. G ipe's
throw made her a provi
sio n a l q u a lifie r fo r th e
NCAA Championships.
"I took care of my first
g oal, w hich was to win
conference, and now I've
got to qualify for nationals,
and I've got one week to do
that," Gipe said.
Gipe is currently ranked
sixth in the nation, but said
th a t th e ra n k in g co u ld
change at any time.
A lso b rin g in g hom e a
ch a m p io n sh ip w as T eri
Osborn, who ran the 5000
meter in 18:43.00 despite
being sick.
Also placing to lift the
Lakers to third were high
jum pers Jen n ifer D enton
and Julie Van Abbema, who
placed second and fourth
with jum ps o f five feet four
and five feet even.
The 400 m eter dash pro
vided the Lakers with extra
points, as Ju lie Bos took
second, Kandi K ent took

For Sale

A CH IEVE A CH A LLEN G IN G

PREGNANT?

Need a computer, for low
prices call Steve at 453-8972

A N D REW A RD IN G SU M M E R

Not sure what to do? Couple
desiring to adopt and provide
loving secure home for child.
Call collect (313)529-5295
Anytime.

BEA U TIFU L C A TSK ILL
M O U N TA IN S O F N EW Y O RK .

EXPERIEN CE W O R K IN G IN A
R ESID EN TIA L C A M P FO R
A D U LTS W ITH PH YSIC A L
A N D D EV ELO PM EN TA L
D ISA BILITIES. P O SITIO N S
A V A ILA BLE: C O U N SELO R S,
C A BIN LEA D ERS, P RO G RA M
LEA D ERS. A LL STU D E N TS
ARE E N C O U R A G ED TO
A PPLY. SEA SO N D A TES JU N E
1 - A U G U ST 19. G O O D
SA LA RY, RO O M A N D BO A RD ,
A N D SO M E TRA VEL
A LLO W A N C E. C A LL
M IC H ELLE A T 419-352-7975
FO R IN FO R M A TIO N O R
W RITE T O C A M P JEN ED , P.O.
1 2 7 7 5 (9 1 4 )4 3 4 -2 2 2 0 .

Arthur Victor Painting
Inc. is looking for
branch managers for
summer '93. Experience
helpful but not
necessary; Complete
training and field
support. High income
potential 1(800) 7754745____________________
Attention All Students!
Learn how you can earn extra
dollars to help pay for your
college costs. Call (616) 7322865 and leave a message. No
gimmicks involved.
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Three G V SU harriers claim
top spots at conference meet

Services

SPEN D TH E SU M M ER IN TH E

BO X 483, R O C K H ILL, NY

Jobs & Money
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Standale Trading
Company
Instant CASH. Buying
and selling Class Rings,
Gold, Diamonds, Stereos,
VCRs, Sporting Goods,
Guns, Instruments,
Leathers, Tools, etc. Buy
Back Option available. We
buy and sell anything of
value. Next to McDonalds
in Standale. Tuesday
through Friday: 1 lam to
7pm. Saturday 10am to
3pm. 453 - 4799
Word Processing
Services - Term papers,
overhead transparencies
and resumes. 5 mins,
from GVSU in Jenison.
457-1903______________
Standale Sports Center
Trophies, Plaques, & Awrds
for all your recognition needs.
4163 Lake Michigan Dr. NW
Standale Mi 49504. Ribbons,
custom tee shirts, hats.
Engraving in house. Bait,
tackle, ammo. Hunting &
Fishing licenses.

third and Sandy Wagner
ran fifth.
W end y W ahl p la ced
fourth in the 1500 meter,
and Kelly Beschoner and
Amy Jones took fourth and
fifth in the 55 meter hurdles.
In the 55 m eter d ash,
K en esh a B ry a n t p laced
fifth ,
and
V ick i
Vansteinvoorn took fourth
in the 800 m eter run.
Bryant took third in the
200 m eter, followed by Bos
in fourth. W endy Proos
placed fifth in the 3000
m eter run, and the 1600
meter relay team came in
second.
"There were outstanding
perform ances in the con
ference. I think our confer
ence can com pete well with
team s in the MAC (M id
A m erica n C o n fe re n c e ),"
praised M artin. He added
that his team exceeded his
exp ectatio n s, and at one
point were challenging for
the lead.
The Lakers run again on
March 18 in the Grand Rap
ids Indoor Champoinships.

Resorts
WINTER BLUES? SPRING
BREAK GETAWAY!
Traverse City Area. Ro
mantic, cozy log cabins on
Lake Thomas surrounded by
Forest. $49 - $69 nightly.
Includes outdoor hot tub and
much more. Ellis Lake Resorts.
(616)276 - 9502.

Florida Cruise for Two
3 Nights, F t Lauderdale
2 Nights, Free Port Bahamas
Via cruise line 1 night F t
Lauderdale only $400. Call
Mike 457-2559______________
For Sale: 12 String Acoustic
Guitar. Sounds Good, Good
Condition. Sacrificing at $225.
Call Mike at 895-9053.

Personals
Conni tc Beth:
Thanks for all of your help
latelygetting things done!
Have a cool Spring Break!
__________________ Michelle
To My Long Beach,
I know not what to say or do
only what I feel
You know just how to make
me smile
yet still there is fear
That I'll look back on true
love gone
and wish I wem't so sad
Will it be the one I let go
or the one I never had?
Your Sparkling Eyes

Housing
Roommate Needed- NONSMOKER, student, secure
finances, motivated male or
female, home in GR, own
room, washer/dryer, $150
mo. + 1/4 utilities. 235-0308
Northwest Area resident
looking to rent apartment to
1-2 Grand Valley Students.
Kitchen'Living room
combination, bathroom, large
bedroom, small den, indoor
garage entrance, Must be
polite. Call Ardith Quick
anytime for an interview. 6771464

CRUISE JOBS

Organizations |

Stu d en ts N eeded!

E arn $2,000+ p er m onth + w orld

ATTENTION:
ANYONE INTERESTED IN
PLAYING HOCKEY AT
THE CLUB LEVEL FOR
GVSU NEXT YEAR PLEASE
CONTACT GARY @ 8957727

tra v e l (H a w a ii, M e x ic o , th e
C a r ib b e a n , e tc .) w o rk in g fo r
C ru ise S h ip s o r T o u r Com panies.
H olid ay, S u m m er, and Fu ll-Tim e
e m p lo y m e n t a v a ila b le .
For
em ploym ent program call:
Cruise E m p lo y m e n t Services

(206) 634-0468 e x t C5623 .

Pa 6 e
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There will be something
missing from the Field House
next year.
Something that 1guess 1took
for granted.
Saturday's 104-101 overtime
victory marked the last time
/*

N

Intramural
tournament
S w e r tM
FIRST ROUND
Five Years Running 52
Jailbirds
39
Beer
Bad Dogs

53
51

Laetner Lackeys
Any Questions

46
42

The Big 10
Wapa. Warhogs

40
37

Apathetic Mob
Leaks Freaks

2
0

GVFU
Oreo Attack

47
38

Old Men w/ Attitude 74
Vitale's FTP's
59
Just Black
Copeland Tigers

41
39

NoLSq Siv&LHi

FIRST ROUND
Nothin Nice
Sleestack

76
47

Rump Shakers
Muff Divers II

74
66

X-Cons
Stars and Stripes

2
0

Three Roy & Friends 57
Muff Divers I
51
C o-R ec "A" tournam ent
SEMIFINALS
Hornets
74
Robinson
72 OT
Triple Threat
Beer Light

57
55

C o-R ec "B " tournam ent
SEMI FINALS
Bad Attitude
104
Flying Piglets
48
Too Drunk to Dunk
Sexual Alpine Choc.

2
0

ANNOUCEMENTS
Registration forms for the
Winter Volleyball league are
available in the Rec office.
Entries are due on March 4
by 5:00 pm .

____ J
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that seniors Bart Bitner, Daryl
Gorman, Joe Schuitema and
Brent Wichalz will grace the
Field House floor and don
the blue and white for Grand
Valley.
What does this mean for
the Laker Basketball pro
gram?
It means coach Tom
Villemure has to find which
players are going to step into

the role of shooter that
Scuitema and Wichalz filled
so well.
I wish I had his job.
Grand Valley has been
blessed with an abundance of
guards in recent years, and
next year should be no excep
tion.
Unfortunately, italso means
Villemure has to look for an
answer to the team's low post
problems.
I'm glad I don't have his job.
Rebounding was the biggest
single aspect of the game that
kept the Lakers out of the
playoffs this year.
The situation needs to be
solved for next year, or teams
will just pound it inside.
Here are a couple of solu
tions to the problem.
1) Get every player to get
positionand box out their man.
This by far is the simplest
solution, but by no means is
easy. It goes back to wanting
the ball

2)Recruiting.
The players this year didn’t
do the job.
They got
outrebounded nearly every
game. It's time to recruit some
big men to rebound and pro
vide offense inside to comple
ment the outside shooting.
Actually, I don’t think they
need to recruit more than two
big men. The Lakers certainly
have the talent to get the job
done.
The only reason they need to
recruit any big men at all is to
replace Scott Underhill, who
will graduate next year.
Speaking of big men, why is
Randy Bennett sitting on the
bench? As big as he is (6-9) he
could surely make an impact.
Is he not good enough?
If he’s not, then why is he on
the team?
As far as recruiting another
guard is concerned, maybe one
more, but to me, the combina
tion of Alphonso Clark and
Aaron Williams in the back

court and Ryan Conlan com
ing off the bench will work
nicely for the next two years.
I'm sure if I were Kevin
Kooiker though, I’d have to
feel lost in the shufle this year.
After being a regualr the year
before, he was used sparingly
this year.
What's he supposed to do?
After last season, I saw he
and Underhill working in the
gym by themselves on their
repective individual games.
Obviously the work ethic is
there. They deservered to be
rewarded.
I think this sends a very
negative message to the play
ers.
It's time to clear up the play
ers' roles, so that each player
can concentrate on their goals.
If the shuffling of players
continues next year, look to
see the same results as this
year.
Unreached potential.

